
ABSTRACT

DESIGNING MODULAR LESEHAN FURNITURE WITH 

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN STYLE

Different from European & American people who love to sit on high chairs 
with body fit seated, Indonesian people prefer more variating sitting postures such as 
lesehan on the floor, sitting on a wide seated chair, or with narrower ones.

As an example, Javanese people have flexible and relaxing sitting culture 
and using wide seated chair, like wooden amben or lincak made from bamboo. Some 
prefer to sit on smaller wooden dingklik. And there is a tradition to sit by lesehan on 
tikar or floor.

In Indonesia, people love to do lesehan whether in home, small kiosk, even 
restaurant with lesehan facilities, or when people gather around to socialize with each 
other. It happens because of Indonesian’s sitting culture which does not recognize any 
chair at first. Seating facilities were brought into Indonesia by western culture later.

These days, traditional houses which still use lesehan choose another 
alternative  furnitures such as divan (seating facilities which have same height as any 
conventional chairs, but it has wider seating area to accommodate a lot of people, and 
the user can lift or cross their feet when sitting on this facility. Other than divan, 
lesehan facility  also has legless chair which is commonly  popular to the japanese. 
But, the reason that makes this type of furnitures less attractive is because the 
traditional and old designs which make middle up economic classes take less attention 
to these products. Beside that, because commonly known lesehan furnitures available 
are big sized like divan from java, many  lesehan lovers have to think twice before buy 
it because the lack of spaces or because those furnitures can not fit to enter their room. 

Although there are so many lesehan users and lovers out there, there is 
almost no shop or counter who sell lesehan facilities. This problem was detected 
when observing furniture retailers who have competitive potentials such as INDEX, 
VINOTI, VIVERE, VL BRIO, CELLINI, and MELANDAS.

Because of this, the designer wants to change people’s mindset who think 
that lesehan is just for low economy classes by  presenting it with contemporary 
design style and geometric, modular shape into this new lesehan product so this 
product can be use by higher economy classes and can be placed in any kind of room.
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